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Fairfield Facing $4.3 Million Budget Gap
BY MIKAELATIERNEY
EDITOR-IN-CHIEF

Fairfield is currently facing
a $4.3 million budget gap for the
current fiscal year of 2012, according to senior University administrators. A solution of potential
cuts and financial changes has
accounted for the gap, but details
are not yet publicly available.
"Whenever anybody faces a
budget gap...there are two ways
of dealing with it: increase your
revenues, or try to decrease your
expense," Fr. Von Arx said."Here at
Fairfield...we're trying to do both
of those things."
A student open budget
forum was held on Tuesday night
concerning the operating budget
for the 2012 fiscal year, hosted by

President Jeffrey von Arx, S J., Dr.
Thomas Pellegrino, vice president
for student affairs, and Julie Dolan,
vice president of finance.
Fairfield "realized the issue
early in the summer"and has tried
to "address it for several months,"
Fr. Von Arx said.The ultimate goal
in the rearranging of University
finances is to have the most minimal impact possible to academics
or student experience on campus.
On March 31 st of this year, the
balanced budget was approved by
the Board of Trustees. At this time,
there was not a gap in the budget.
However, due to changes in the
national economy along with the
changing enrollment numbers
at the University, a budget gap
emerged.This gap was discovered
already well into the fiscal year,

leaving the University in a bit of a
bind. Fairfield only has until the
end of June - this current fiscal
year of 2012 - to fix the problem
before entering the 2013 fiscal year.
Undergraduate tuition and
fees were budgeted to be $132.2
million, but were actually projected to amount to $128.5 million.
Room and board were budgeted
to bring in $31.5 million and were
projected to actually bring in $31
million, a very minor difference.
83% of the revenues for fiscal
year 2012 come from net tuition,
room and board, while gifts and
endowment comprised 10% of revenue and the remaining 7% were
from other sources. Expenses,
however, were more significant
than revenue this year. 57% of
expenses went to compensation

(including salaries), and 22% went
to other non-compensation areas.
Operations and maintenance,
interest and depreciation account
for 19% of expenses, while 2%
go to operations and enrollment
contingencies.
As outlined in by Fr. Von Arx
during the meeting, there are two
ways of dealing with the problem;
increase revenue or decrease
expenses. Fairfield is attempting to
utilize both methods to solve the
budget gap.
"Senior leadership has been
spending many, many hours
grappling with this issue...frankly,
it's not easy," Dolan explained.
"It's not easy to make that kind of
expense reduction without sacriBUDGET|MGE3
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Tom McKiver/The Mirror
Vice President of Finance Julie Dolan presents updates of the University budget to students on Oct. 18th. Fairfield has a budget gap of $4.3 million.
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A break-in occurred over
the Columbus Day holiday on
the first floor of Canisius Hall,
with laptops and cash the primary items reported as stolen.
A professor first notified
Public Safety of the robbery,
according to Frank Ficko,
the associate director of the
Department of Public Safety.
Items that were taken include
four laptops, an undetermined
amount of cash, and an external drive. The rooms that were
broken into were the suites and
offices of various faculty and
administration on the first floor

of the building.
The rooms were broken
into using a tool, most likely
a screwdriver or a crowbar.
Laptops were believed to have
been the targets of the break-in,
as various other screens and
monitors were left untouched.
The incident is believed
to have taken place anywhere
between Friday evening and 4
p.m. on Monday, October 10,
when the robberies were reported. According to Ficko, Canisius
Hall was open on Monday for a
routine academic schedule because a few classes were scheduled to make up for lost time
due to Hurricane Irene.The
building is also regularly used
by outside groups and organiza-

tions over the weekends.
Signs on the doors of academic buildings and a Public
Safety Alert e-mail notified
students of the situation. Those
students who remained on campus for the long weekend were
especially shocked to hear of
the incident. Christine Villa '14
said, "I was surprised to hear of
the break-in. I would hope that
it wasn't a member of our own
community, because why would
they do that to the school?"
Due to the holiday weekend, there were fewer students
on campus than usual. Only
the few make-up classes and
regularly scheduled groups had
access to Canisius, which is
also protected by a necessary

swipe-in authorization for the
hours when the building is not
generally in use.
A majority of the academic
buildings are used for different
reasons on the weekends, but
Ficko hopes that some future
restrictions to gaining access to
these buildings may be implemented to avoid more thefts.
Ficko said he is not at liberty to discuss details of the investigation as it is still ongoing,
but encourages students and
members of the community to
report suspicious behavior. He
says that Public Safety officers
count on the Fairfield community to provide extra eyes and
ears around campus to avoid
future incidents.
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New Union Forms on Campus with Ham Channel and The Mirror
CONTRIBUTED BY:

kaela Tierney and Ham Chan-

style blog that features both the

HAM CHANNEL

nel President, Chelsea Whitte-

video and the print story.
"I think it'll increase the

more are teaming up this year

come together in the past," said
Whittemore '12 "News is news,
and when you are covering

that prints weekly on campus.
The Ham Channel is Fairfield
University's student television

to provide important news to

appeal of both of our outlets,

the same things, it only makes

network located at the Media

2011 - Students at Fairfield

the students on campus in both

the Mirror and HAM Chan-

sense to share the material

Center in Xavier Hall. Both

University can now tune into

clubs are the main sources of

the Mirror and find the same

pairing up "6 in 64" (the top 6

nel," said Tierney '12. "With
researched articles from the
paper and video multimedia

so your viewer's have compli-

The HAM Channel or read

print and multimedia format.
Upcoming plans include,

news and information on both

stories in 64 seconds in video

content from HAM, we're going

changes in the news indus-

campus.
Staff meetings for the

to cover all sorts of new topics

paper are held in the Lower

engage students in the news

format) with the top stories
from The Mirror, doing large

try where separate print and

that may have been otherwise

broadcast operations are often

happening both on campus and

scale stories from the Mirror

off through a variety of media.

in packages for "News 64," and

missed."
Whittemore agreed. "It's a

converged.
The Mirror is a student

BCC on Wednesdays at 7 pm.
Ham Channel Meetings are
Tuesday's at 8:30 in the Media

an upcoming Huffington Post

shame these two clubs haven't

run, award-winning newspaper

Center.

Fairfield, CT, October 14,

platforms. The two clubs will

Mirror Editor in Chief, Mi-

menting information."
The agreement parallels

news and entertainment on
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Behind the Swoosh: One Man's Investigation
BY JULIANNE WHITTAKER

bookstore. How can we stand

CONTRIBUTING WRITER

proudly as Fairfield's Men and
Women for Others or Global

What is'Behind the Swoosh?'

Citizens now that we've learned

Last Wednesday Fairfield stu-

what is Behind the Swoosh?

dents got a chance to find out.

Nike is not the only brand

Jim Keady, a Fair Labor

with labor practices and a busi-

activist, spent the day on campus

ness model based in such unjust

raising awareness about the unjust

practices. In fact, most other major

practices of Nike.

brands can be criticized for the

Keady's activism began

same injustices. Keady targets

after he refused to wear Nike at

Nike simply because they have the

St. John's University, where he

greatest market share: if Nike could

coached soccer, on the basis that

take the lead and make a substan-

Nike labor practices run com-

tial change, it would pressure all

pletely counter to both the school's

others to follow suit.

Jesuit identity and his own beliefs

However, that doesn't mean
that the system has to be this way.

in Catholic Social Teaching.
After he was forced to resign

In our own bookstore, we have a

for his stance, Keady traveled to

socially responsible brand: Alta

Indonesia to see for himself what

Gracia.

really is Behind the Swoosh.

Alta Gracia is a new brand

Keady spent eight weeks living

that bases its business model in

with Nike factory workers on the

social justice. It pays its workers
Julianne Whittaker/The Mirror

wage that the workers are paid $1.25 a day — and documented

Jim Keady talking about his insights "Behind the Swoosh"with Fairfield students at a recent campus event.

their stories of forced overtime,
sexual harassment, and physical

and safety conditions.
18 years.

the above; it is systematic. Nike's

Keady spent months pressur-

violence.

a living wage, embraces a strong
workers union, and ensures health

profits have grown in the recent
decades from $100 million to over

professors, and administrators,
is why? Is this fair? As a Jesuit

The brand is able to compete,
selling its clothes at the same price

school, how do we reconcile Nike's

as major brands like Nike, by cut-

business practice of "profit over

ting out fancy endorsement deals

people"and persistent abuse of

and regularizing corporate pay.
Alta Gracia has shown that you can

Since that time, Keady has

ing Nike and alerting the public

dedicated his life to shedding light

to this injustice. After Nike finally
launched an investigation, it not

$20 billion.

only corroborated that workers

Keady has seen on the ground:

workers with our Catholic Social

2011 Keady learned that 13,000

were forced into overtime hours,

workers'wages have remained

Teaching on equality, fairness, and

be a socially just and economically

workers at a Nike factory in

but also uncovered other abuses

the same over this time period,

justice?

viable clothing brand...and be

Indonesia were forced to work

such as forced bribery and verbal

hovering around $1.25 a day, and

an unpaid overtime hour each

abuse.
As Keady articulates, the

their meager wages are spent on

settled in as Keady turned his

survival.

eye to Fairfield, where Nike's

on many Nike injustices.
For example, in February

day, totaling over $5,460,000 in
unpaid work in 2010... and this

problem is bigger than "just"

had been the norm for the past

individual factory abuses like

Contrast that with the reality

What Keady asked his audience of over 230 Fairfield students,

An uncomfortable truth

successful.
If they can do it, why can't
Nike? And why don't we, as major

swoosh is promoted across

Nike consumers, demand this of

our athletic gear and campus

them?

Fairfield Introduces Four New Members
BY FARHEEN KHAN
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

this group is to make appropriate

but instead make sure that the be-

policy decisions and govern the

liefs, mission, goals and objectives

affairs of the institution. Members
are chosen based on their influence

of the university are carried out
appropriately for maximum profit.

University introduced four new

within the Fairfield University com-

The new members will begin a six

members into their Board of Trust-

munity and the extent of their field

year term starting this month.

ees: William C. Crager, William P.

of expertise. Unlike other boards or

Egan, Biff J. O'Rielly, and Reverend

groups in the university, members

Stephen A. Privett, SJ.

of the Board of Trustees are not

Economics. Egan has also served

responsible for day to day activities

for 18 years on Fairfield's board.

On October 6,2011, Fairfield

The job of the members in

Egan graduated from Fairfield
University in 1967 with a degree in

Egan is the founder of and general
partner of 2 Massachusetts based
venture capital firms, Alta Communications and Marion Equity

Tom McKiver/The Mirror

Partners LLC.
•
Reverend Privett, a native of

Students looked on as senior administrators presented budget numbers
BUDGET

ficing things that you really don't

San Francisco, was a provost and
academic vice president at Santa

I CONTINUED

Clara University. He obtained his

Fairfield is also hopeful that

want to sacrifice," like academics

financial aid for incoming and

doctorate in Catechetics and fo-

or student experience, she noted.

applying students will not be

cused on the Hispanic Community

Pellegrino echoed her sentiments, saying that "every position

affected. Fr. Von Arx has been

in the Catholic Church. Starting in

specifically focused on increasing

2000, he became president for the

is vital." When asked about the

financial aid opportunities for stu-

impact budget changes will have

dents during his time as Univer-

on students, he said, "I'm hop-

sity President and is dedicated to

ing it means basically nothing for

continuing this trend. Enrollment

students," meaning that the altera-

goals hover at about 3,200 students
overall, although specific yearly

ated from Fairfield University in

enrollment goals vary per year.

O'Rielly has had experience in

tions hopefully will not have an
impact on student life at Fairfield.
Solving the budget gap prob-

University of San Francisco.
Contributed Photo/Fairfield New
Member William C. Crager.

Contributed Photo/FairfieldNew

O'Rielly, a former resident

Member Biff O'Rielly. of Kensington, CT and a current
resident of Greenwich, CT, gradu1980 with a degree in economics.
financial services, real estate, mass

Other plans for correcting the

lem will be a slow process, and

budget gap include eliminating

transit operations, and labor and

cannot be fixed simply by increas-

government relations in New York

ing enrollment - the University

vacant positions when possible,
considering changes in benefits

must focus on reducing expenses

programs, and combining, reduc-

at the city and state levels.
Crager graduated from

both as a onetime solution specifi-

ing or eliminating programs.

Fairfield University in 1986 with a

cally this year and as a long-term
solution for the future.

major in economics. He founded

"I was very happy with the
turnout - I've been at budget meet-

the firm, Envestnet Inc.'s, and

ings in years past with very low

revenue," Dolan explained. "Unfortu-

turnouts, so it's very satisfying to see

led its strategic efforts. Envestnet
Inc. is a New York based firm that

nately, increasing revenues is a slow

student interest in issues that matter

serves financial advisers. Crager is

process, and certainly [on] the kind of

in the bigger picture," said FUSA

"The long-term plan is increasing

now the president of the firm and

scale that we're talking about here, it's

President Charlie Knights. "All of the

Contributed Photo/Fairfield

really not feasible to raise 4.3 million

questions that students asked were

New Member William P. Egan.

dollars.. .through increasing under-

well thought out and hit most of the

graduate or graduate programs."

major points of student concern."

Contributed Photo/Fairfield New is a recognized innovator in the
Member Rev. Stephen Privett. financial services industry.
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Campus Crime Beat

Mirror Picks of
the Week!

Thursday, 10/6
12:01 p.m.
An assortment of tools with an estimated value of
$70.00 was reported stolen from a professor's bike.
The bike was parked between Bannow and the
School of Nursing.*

5:05 p.m.
University College signs were discovered to be torn
from the ground and damaged at the corner of
Mooney and Leeber roads (near townhouse blocks
8 and 9).

Monday, 10/10
Friday, 10/7
3:35 p.m.
DPS was alerted to the break-in
and burglary of Multiple offices
in Canisius Hall. Four laptop
computers and an undetermined
amount of cash were stolen.*

12:36 a.m.
Four students were referred to the
Dean of Students Office after a narcotics violation outside Jogues Hall.
3:43 a.m.
An unwanted guest was given a criminal trespass warning after he and a
student attempted to enter a townhouse. The student was referred to
judicial.

Friday, 10/14
6:46 p.m.
A Fairfield Prep student was arrested on narcotics charges at
a high school football game at
Alumni Field.

6:41 p.m.
More holes were found in the wall at
the bottom of the west staircase in 42
Bellermine Road*

Saurday, 10/8

Sunday, 10/16
1:17 a.m.
A student reported a back window of their townhouse smashed by unidentified parties.

2:38 a.m.
Fairfield Police arrested a student for suspected
involvement in an off-campus hit-and-run incident.
The incident is still under investigation.*

V

Wednesday October 19Mirror meeting 7 p.m. in
the office in the LL BCC!
Thursday October 20Fairfield will be hosting
a seminar "7 Ways to a
Better Relationship" at 1
p.m. in BCC 204
Friday October 21Homecoming Tailgate
will hold events on the
Kelley Center West grass
area at 6:30 p.m.
Saturday October 22Dedication of Statue
of the Examen of St.
Ignatius Loyola at 10:30
a.m. on Egan Plaza.
Sunday October 23A Year of Service: A
Conversation with Jesuit
Volunteers Serving in
Bridgeport at 7 p.m.
in the Egan McGrath
Commons.

Mirror Meeting- 7:00 p.m.

CLASSIFIEDS

Every Wednesday

Go to www.fairfieldmirror.com to place your ad for as low as $10!

Lower BCC
Free Pizza
Bring a Friend

PHOTOGRAPHERS WANTED. The Photography
Editors are looking for students interested in
taking pictures. Minimal experience required.
Contact one of the Photography Editors for
more information at info@fairfieldmirror.com

WANT TO PLACE A
CLASSIFIED?

Story Deadline 6 p.m. Sunday

CORRECTIONS BOX

EMAIL
ADVERTISING®
FAIRFIELDMIRROR.
COM

WRITERS WANTED. Section editors are looking
for students to write on a weekly basis. Email
Executive Editor info@fairfieldmirror.com

**PINKBERRY FAIRFIELD:
Help Wanted!
For information contact:
ctpinkberry@gmail.com

NO CORRECTIONS! YAY MIRROR.

See an error? email info@fairfteldmirror.com
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It's Your Turn to Come Out of the Closet
BY MARTY MISIASZEK

Journal-Constitution as
a sportswriter and the

CONTRIBUTING WRITER

Grand Rapids Press as a

not receive enough participation
for other late-night dining options
to be seriously considered. FUSA is
now working to gather the evidence
that the administration needs.
Presently, this means promoting

columnist.
ESPN sports columnist LZ

Granderson is

Granderson encouraged everyone,

known for the human

gay or straight, to come out of the

social aspects in which

closet on October 11.
He said that National Com-

Late-Night at the Stag. However,
if our research and investigation
produces results that show the real

he centers his sports

student interest in these types of

stories, writing about the

ing Out Day is not just reserved

lives of athletes and his

for LGBTQ individuals, but a day

own personal struggles.

for athletes to stop using gay slurs
on the fields, religious leaders to

In 2009, he was the
recipient of the Gay and

change the subject of their debates

Lesbian Alliance Against

late-night food events, then stuBY

FUSA

COLUMNIST

Midterm week. It's not a pretty
one. All the late nights, cramming,

dents can be more optimistic about
seeing other options becoming
available.
Senators also inquired about
the possibility of extending the

and for the allies of the community

Defamation award for

and stress inevitably lead to one

dining hours of Barone, which

to confront bullying and rhetoric.

online journalism and
was honored in 2008 and

thing: the late-night munchies.

currently stops serving students

Unfortunately, late-night dining

nightly at 7:30 p.m. Fitzpatrick

options are not plentiful for our un-

us to or not," he said October 6 in his

2010 by the National Lesbian and Gay Journalists

explained that in past years, Barone
dining hours have been extended to

keynote address at Fairfield University for LGBTQ History Month.

Association for column
writing.

"We're all in this together,
whether the rhetoric of television tells

Granderson said that tech-

Granderson spoke

dergraduate night owls. Your FUSA
Fairfield Website/Contributing Photo
LZ Granderson, openly homosexual and
highly successful columnist for ESPN and CNN.

nology is the reason why people
today bully and hurt each other,

to a packed audience,

and that the internet brings people

faculty members and

think these events help students...to

their own sense of entitlement and
anonymity.

administrators throughout campus.

accept themselves on campus."

which included students,

"It's important for the Universi-

Senators are currently working to

8:00pm, adding an extra half-hour

change that.

onto dinner. But he noted that

At their last meeting, FUSA

during the last half-hour from 7:30

Senate hosted Assistant Vice Presi-

p.m. until 8:00 p.m., only 5 students

dent of Administration and Student
Affairs, Mr. Jim Fitzpatrick, who

were dining on average. Fitzpatrick
noted that this did not demon-

addressed issues and answered

strate enough student interest to

Briana Cronk '12, like Doody,

questions regarding meal plans and

maintain the extra half-hour, which

ty to support every group of students

said that she is open to the LGBTQ

each other like crap," he said.

on campus," said Fr. Michael Doody,

is therefore why it was dropped.
Fitzpatrick also hinted at complica-

Granderson, an openly gay
columnist for ESPN.com's Page 2

SJ., Director of Campus Ministry.

community and that the event didn't
show her the gay community in a

meal options for undergraduates as
well as shedding considerable light

"The LGBTQ students need to know

new light.

"We get technology and treat

and a contributor to CNN, writes

they're welcome here and that the

a weekly column for CNN.com.

Jesuits accept and embrace them
and the gifts they bring."

A senior writer and columnist for
ESPN The Magazine and ESPN,

And while the audience praised

"I didn't have a closed-minded

on the late-night dining issue. Cur-

tions with extended hours due to

rently, within the undergraduate

the unions and their regulations,

meal plan, the only late-night din-

though that was not discussed at
length.

view before hand,"she said. "But it's

ing option is the weekly Late"-Night

great to see different perspective and
to hear a new voice."

at the Stag, which takes place from
10pm-12am every Thursday and

So if you've been one of the

com, he has contributed to ESPN's

Granderson's appearance and the

Friday night. Fitzpatrick explained

stressed-out, sleep-deprived students dying for something savory

"Sports Center,""Outside the Lines"
and "First Take."

effort by the University to pay atten-

speech by stressing the importance

to the assembly that in order to

to sustain you in the late hours of

tion to the LGBTQ community, they

begin discussion about opening

the night, check out Late-Night at

did not develop new perspectives

of LGBTQ allies coming out of the
closet. He said the more we talk

the Stag this week. And look for

regarding the gay community.

about the struggles of the LGBTQ

other late-night dining possibilities,
the administration needs to see

Born and raised in Detroit, Ml,
he studied Interpersonal Communications and Journalism at

"I have always been very open

Granderson concluded his

Western Michigan University. Prior

to the gay community, so I learned

community, the more it goes into
the past for us to focus on more

to ESPN, he wrote for the Atlanta

nothing new,"said Doody."But I

important things in the nation.

substantial evidence that this is of

updates on late-night dining in our
next column.

real interest to the students. At the

Good luck with Midterms!

present, Late-Night at the Stag does

Your FUSA Executive Council

ur

tke tfauti (DoCvfiin
offers everything you
couCdwant in a pizza
yiace and more, ^fftey
have the .closest, t fling
to ^ew York Tizza in

Tairfkld"
THE MIRROR, BEST OF FAIRFIELD.
BEST PIZZA. DECEMBER 2000.

Qdthr&mglGmilEutiT} Month
WVTQ (Ufam, Qnf mmml, Tnmgmitr, ad Qfm/Qmtiowim*) Hutafj Monk U d&atd durinf Qttoher utkeUmtta $tm Here at FalfftdilMiwit}
vedAmta LCITQ Hutor) Month with atertet aftaatt if amend If hath theAcajmti amt $tmfatA$airt faltim. It U w kaft tkat avdentt, foody, ad itafj
will cametatkue e»tati at «taapUtiigtefivffeftJorthe IGVTQ. mmhm ojfow tammwit}.

LGBTQAcliviam Werkahnp
Wednesday, OcL 19 aiipjtt.
RCC2M

Out at thi Workplace*
AtLGBT Alumni Group
Thursday, QtLMatJpjn.
BCC2M

The C«w •/ Soulu
Sexual Dlvertlty,
CcUlacy, and Uinktry
SetMidaytQtt 19 9M a JIL*
5:30 pj*.
DSEDiniHgRjmm.

All Ufa An l.<; IBQ Film Series
Al 1 fi lira pa free md open to the general pajUft. Light refreshments will be served mi d] aoeen.inp will fefce pl«*ce in the fflMenn*Ny3eli» lihrary
Multimedia Auditorium on the lower level ofllie Kbnay. These films are First Year Experience (F¥0) Magis events,
American Experience: Stonewall Uprising - law day, October M it 7 pjn.

A first-person account of the riots that launched the imdem-dayUiifQ civil rights movement The power in Stonewall Uprising comes
from not only the young people involved, but tie policeman who was the leader of the raid.. FI Lmmakers Kate Davis and David Hel Ibroner
spend the first half of the film reminding us of the way society viewed homosexuality in the late 1 %ffs,
(hice those facts aae established clearly, then the real heaary of the film emerges. There is so much detail and personal narrative; a tritae to the many
heroes who are still alive to tell their story.
The Bays in the Band Tuesday, November I at 1 pum.
The Bays in the Band is a 1tlU American drama film directed, by William Friedhin, The screenplay by Mart Qowley is based, m his Off" Broadway play of
the same title. It. is among the firstmajor American motion pictures to revolve around gay characters and h often cited as a milestone in the history a £
"queer cinema*. fto lessor Wes Davis from New Media will introduce the film and share some original film memorabilia.
Making the B&ys and Q&A with the film's director Tuesday, November 1 it 1 pm
Before Prop 8, Mi Ik ar Will JL Ones, bs&pe the AIDS epidemic, gay pride parades or the Stonewall uprising, The Bays in the Band changed: everything.
Making the Boys explores the drams, straggle andenduringkgxy of the first-ever gay play and subsequent JMfywood movie to saocsss rally reach a
mainstream audience. Beloved fay some for breaking new ground, and. condemned, by othem IOT nan forcing gay stereotypes. The Bays in the Band sparked
heated controversy thJ. still exists 1W decades later. Featuring anecdotes from the surviving castand filmmakers, as well as perspectwss by legendary
Figures from stage and screen. Making the Bays traces the 9ehindthc*scenes drama and bating legacy of this cultural mi lesteme. Fallowed hy QM with
the film's director, Crayton fiobey.RefreshmeiK will be served.

You have probably seen this symbol around campus either near office or residence hall doors.
These placards are displayed by faculty, staff, or student leaden that have gone through Safe
Space training and are part of the Safe Space Ally Network. A person displaying this symbol
is one who will be understanding, sipportive, and trustworthy if a gay, lesbian, bisaual, or
transgeiider student needs help, advice, or just someone with whom they can talk. The
person displaying the symbol is also a person who can give anyone accurate information
about sexual orientation issues or provide appropriate referrals.

The Office of Student Diversity Programs would like to recognize the following faculty and staff that have gone through Safe Space
training. Also, we'd like to recognize all current resident assistants as they have also gone through the training. For more information,
please email safespaceffifairfielc.ecu

J
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Kudos to Fairfield
University for taking the
initiative to help seniors with
some of the biggest questions currently facing the
Class of 2012 through the
new Discern This! Senior
Class program.
While many other organizations on campus focus
on making sure seniors pay
attention to job fairs, resume
writing and preparation for
their careers after college,
the Senior Discernment
Initiative helps seniors to
actually sit down and think
about their goals, the direction they see their lives taking, and how they see their
own futures.
The members of the
Discern This! Committee are
all great resources around
campus, pulled from a variety of different areas of the
University community. By
utlizing a variety of perspectives backed by a variety of
life experiences, they help
to guide students to reach
their own unique decisions,
rather than trying to herd
them into typical expectations and post-grad decisions like other usual college
outlets.
That's not to say that
other University resources
aren't helpful. In fact, they
can really aid students with
their futures and help them
with the tips and tools they
need to get to where they
want to be, but the key is to
have those resources help
seniors once they decide on their own- what future to
pursue by first going through
programs like Discern This!
It's great to see the same
attention given to programs
like the Freshman Year
Experience and sophomore
residential colleges now being given to members of the
senior class through discernment programs. We have
some incredibly important
decisions ahead of us, and
it's great to know that the
Jesuit element of our University is here to help.
More information on
The Senior Discernment
Initiative can be found on
this website: http://www.
fairfield.edu/ll/ll_senior.
html
The Mirror
welcomes the opinions and contributions of its readers:
Letters to the editor must be timely and submitted by email at
info@
feirfieldminor.com
or
Box
AA
All letters to the editor that are appropriate
will be published either in print or online.
The Mirror reserves the right to edit letters and articles for content length and
grammatical error. Letters should be free
of obscenities and personal attacks, and
should contain correct and factual information not exceeding 500 words.

• Jack Wills gave out
free swag (goodies) at
the Beach's Oktoberfest
event last Saturday.

• Halloween is just
around the corner.
Vincent Ferrer/The Mirror
Have you found yourself dressing for the wrong weather due to daily temperature fluctuations?
Have an opinion? Send it to opinion@fairfieldmirror.com.

Post No Bills! (Or Anything Else)
BY CHELSEA WHITTEMORE
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

Trying to post something in the

tor of University Activities, said the

date on the poster indicates. It's not

same posting policy has been in

too bad, but they take up to a week

place since 2006 and it is reviewed

just to look at it and approve it. So

every other year. Other policies re-

we need to plan accordingly."

BCC? You might have to try pretty

garding posting in the building have

hard.

always existed.
Fairfield students come to col-

According to Carroll, the main

Mike Daneman at Keane Uniposters and flyers around campus

reasons for the policy include being
able to have a central location where
students know they can go to look

what and when to eat dinner, if they .

for information, to make sure that

that the school can't possibly monitor which ones were approved and
which ones aren't."
Coming to college, I want to

should go to class, or how many

they are appropriate in manner, and

feel free. I like having responsibility

times a month they wash their bed

for the operational aspects of the

and making good decisions. If I want

sheets.

building, i.e. using tape on painted

to draw a happy face on a poster and

surfaces.
"I understand some sort of ap-

tape it safely to the floor of the BCC,

around campus to publicize an
event or cause.

proval process but we should be able

asking for permission.

"All flyers and posters must be

to hang the posters where we want

brought to the Office of University

and when we want,"said Bridget

Activities to receive approval for

Nattini '12."They are babying us."

posting in the BCC," reads the official policy, "and will be put up by the
Barone Campus Center staff."
"It's almost as if the University
doesn't trust it's own students,"
Michael Henaghan '13 said.

Karl Bratty '12 agrees: "By the

responsibilities here at Fairfield;
I don't know why when it comes
down to posters, we have no free-

ever affected me but it sounds like

I think it would be more promising

a pain."
Christina Dunne '13 sees both

if someone monitored the halls at
theendofthedayand instead left
responsibility in students hands.

sides of the policy. "It's annoying,
but it also makes sense. If anyone

that we're in college, the administra-

could hang flyers about whatever
they want whenever they want, then

tion feels the need to micromanage

I am given so many other

dom. I understand that people may

These sorts of restrictions seem

post things that are unwanted, but

Furthermore, the current bulcampus are messy and unorganized.
The corners of almost every poster

responsibility and trust.
The policy restricts students
n numerous ways. Students may

noticed."
Students at other colleges along

unevenly around the BCC. The post-

not post more than six copies, the
flyers must be in certain locations on

the east coast face similar policies.
Matt Scuteri, a senior at Marist,

campus, and all posters must be re-

said, "No matter what the event is,

moved immediately after the event.

we always need locations, times, and

tivities is open to suggestions about

Rules. Rules. Rules.

contact information. They will let the

how to re-evaluate the policy.

Elissa Carroll, Assistant Direc-

• Midterms have begun... invest in any and
all caffeine products.

letin boards and posters around

the flyers that got approval would
have much less of a chance of being

the student body instead of instilling

• Beavis and Butthead
returning to television.

I should be able to do so without

time we reach college, we should be
trusted to hang up flyers. It hasn't

viable at a high school level. But now

• TheiPhone4is now
only $99 with a plan.
The only thing missing
is Siri (not a big loss).

versity added, "There are so many

lege expecting freedom they never
received at home or in high school.
They get to decide for themselves

Just don't try posting a flyer

•The current season of
Jersey Shore ends on
Thursday... finally.

are folded and the flyers are hanging
ers make for colorful decorations but

• Gmail was slower
than a dial-up connection this past weekend.

seem to take away from the uniform
of the building.
The Office of University Ac-

Steve Jobs died.

poster stay up until the day after the

NOTABLE AND QUOTABLES:

"We get technology and treat each
other like crap."
* LZ Granderson, ESPN & CNN Sports Columnist
See "It's Your Turn to Come out of the Closet" pg. 5

• Winter temperatures
are imminent-so
please, please turn on
the heat! Our rooms are
freezing.

• Frequent spider sightings in Mclnnes Hall.
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The Separation of Cult and State
BY KEVIN GREENER

tions aside. Since he did not de-

despite overwhelming biological

building. In short, leave your

mouths sewn shut when asked

CONTRIBUTING WRITER

cry Jeffress's statement outright,

work at the door when you come

one can assume that Perry must

evidence to the contrary. The list
of proposed policies deceptively

home and leave your personal

if they accept evolution as fact.
Similarly, I am not an expert on

believe there is some shred of

rooted in faith goes on.

life at home when you walk into
work.

anyone that prays for rain and

Your next president could
belong to a cult. But haven't they

Is this religious influence in

truth to the pastor's words.

prayer, but I still lose respect for

This incident brings reli-

policy really a good idea? I am

gion back into politics. I thought

not against those of religious

are irrelevant to the president's

speech of Governor Rick Perry for

we bid religion goodbye when

background holding office, but I

obligations as a public official, I

the 2012 Republican presidential

Michelle Bachmann was laughed

hope to never see the day where

nomination, Southern Baptist

out of the presidential race. Wait,
she's still running? It's much

the best our government

on the ballot over Mitt Romney

worse that I thought.
One need not look far to

the economy. The Establishment Clause in our

simply because Romney is a

see instances of separation of

constitution warns against

election

respecting an establishment of

Mormon.

church and state being ignored.

the infiltration of matters of

process. I

religion, or prohibiting the free

Rick Santorum has tried to put

faith into matters of reason.

am not an
expert in

exercise thereof..."

all?
In his official endorsement

pastor Robert Jeffress hinted that
voters should mark Perry's name

Jeffress'official position,

the poorly named "Intelligent De-

speech, is that Mormonism is "a

sign" pseudo-science postulate

religion is to stay out of

cult." He later went on "Hard-

into public school science de-

politics, and in the churches

partments across the country.

remained firm in his decision. He

Rick Perry held an

stated that he will vote for Rick

official prayer

Perry over Mitt Romney because

day to

Let me reiterate that:

for whom I will cast my ballot, it
will certainly tell me who not to

part of the

«^

^^^^■P**^
f ^f

where it belongs. Pray in

While the discussion on religion might not help me decide

type of discourse is a
necessary

"V^

honestly expects it to work.

do think that this

can do is pray for God to fix

clarified in an interview after his

ball with Chris Matthews" and

Although matters of faith

j

vote for come Nov. 6,2012.
"Congress shall make no law

I evolutionary
biology, but I

-The Establishment Clause of the

still crumple

Constitution of the United States

First Amendment to the

your home and pray in your
^church, but do not pray in

houkf this principle be used b;

our schools or our

citizens in the voting process?

Capitol

Perry is a "genuine follower of

Send your opinions to:
info@fairfieidmirror.com

Jesus Christ" while Romney is a
theological cultist.
Well, Jeffress is a pastor, so
maybe we can excuse him for
putting matters of faith on a
pedestal.
But not even two full minutes later on "Hardball", Chris
Matthews asked whether the pastor would vote for Obama over
Romney since Obama is a Christian. His response? He would vote
for Romney. I struggled to muffle
the sound of my jaw hitting the
floor while watching this obvious
hypocrite blabber about religion
on public television.
The depressing punch line
is that Perry could not get his

stop a
statewide
drought. Every

voice up above a whimper when

Republican candidate—save for-

2012

asked directly about the pastor's

mer New Mexico Governor Gary

remarks against Romney and his

Johnson—is strongly pro-life be-

faith, simply pushing the ques-

cause "life begins at conception,"

Vincent Ferrer/The Mirror

Occupy Wall Street: A Cause Without A Cause
BY MARTIN O'SULLIVAN

a potentially groundbreaking

as a collective doesn't seem to

OPINION EDITOR

movement. Besides, the con-

have a unified purpose.

trol of the few is what Occupy
Welcome to fight for our

For example, although the

the protested one percent to live

Durden.
As a result of the ambiguity of leadership and demands,

in. Why was this person there? It
was just the latest thing to be a

is against. But the fact remains

idea of erasing all economic debt

another trend has risen in regard

part of in the ever-trending New

country's survival! In the right

that without a leader, or at least a

and resetting the books to zero

to Occupy: it has itself become a

York City.

corner of the ring, we have the

group of representatives, Occupy

sounds great on paper, it is such a

trend, attracting those whom the

Tea Party. In the left corner, we

does not have a successful future.

great demand with unpredictable

movement is not fighting for.

Many have voiced these criticisms. If you have spent frivolous-

have no contender... wait, what's

How can a group so demographi-

global consequences that it is

that I see? Occupy Wall Street?

cally diverse expect to have all of

impossible to think that peaceful

on Facebook and saw a friend

pay later," it is not the fault of

Finally, an opponent... but can it

their voices heard without one

post a status that encouraged

the rich. I completely agree, and

fight?

cohesive spokesperson?

protesting will achieve it.
Am I suggesting the demoli-

everyone to come to the protests.

think that this movement should

tion of credit bureaus and the

I then found out that this person

not simply be a crowd-attracting

This new political move-

Furthermore, its ambiguity

For example, I was recently

ly with the mindset of "buy now,

ment has finally given a voice

in leadership is only mirrored by

forceful overturn of society? Of

lived in the financial district,

spectacle that invites everyone to

to the other side of the country

its list of demands - a list so nu-

an area of New York City that

complain about each economic

- the side that is sick and tired of

merous and vague that the group

course not; once again, this is
best left to the fictitious Tyler

requires an income equivalent of

woe they have, regardless of its

the nation's wealthiest citizens

cause.

continuing to unprecedentedly increase their fortune at

going to continue to, well, occupy

the expense of the middle and
lower classes. Originating in New

So if Occupy Wall Street is

5»

wWc\x >**>(

Wall Street, it needs one thing: a

HO^K

V^sCvJ.

leader or representative group.

York, similar "Occupy" protests
have been occurring all over the

This will lead to a definitive list
of demands, which will in turn

country, giving hope to self-proclaimed "99 percent."

repel anyone from showing up for
unrelated reasons.
So cue the Rocky training

But does this movement
have what it takes to end the

montage. With the proper disci-

cycle of greed practiced by the
corporate giants on Wall Street?

Street will one day have it takes to

Can it achieve its goals without

win the fight for our country.

pline and training. Occupy Wall

resorting to the methods of Tyler
Durden and Project Mayhem
mt to join the cause

from Fight Club? In my opinion,

Visit www.occupywallst.org

it unfortunately can not attain

for the latest news, events, and

success in its current state.

incentives.

For one, there is no formal

m

leader. This is seen as a positive
hing, in the sense that no one
•son controls the direction of

Vincent Ferrer/The Mirror

The Vine

Want to get this in town?
TONIGHT...
MOVIE SCREENING @ 5 p.m.

"Expect Miracles," by director Doug Seirup
and producer Brean Cunningham features the
efforts of the Appalachia Service Project and
its objective to help families in need.

TONIGHT...
Humanizing Homelessness:
Putting a Face on Poverty
@ 6pm

The Community Service Alliance presents
us with the opportunity to listen to a former
homeless man and woman talk about their experiences on the street.

Not going anywhere?
Make this Catalan
inspired flat bread at
home. Check out a
Stag's recipe.

Out at the Workplace:
LGBT Alumni Panel, Oct. 20
7 p.m.

wmm®
Four Fairfield University alumni will talk about
being openly gay in the workplace. They will
offer career advice and how to embrace diversity. They will show how straight members of
the workforce can help maintain a welcoming
and open minded work environment. The
event is free and counts for FYE credit.
"Out Of The Darkness
Community Walk"

Oct. 22 @ 12 p.m.
gQoassQiiiSlgkDQllSGs^Ilgidh)^^
Whether you are walking to support a loved
one or walking to simply support the cause,
you will be helping to raise money for AFSP,
American Foundation for Suicide Prevention. Their essential research and education
programs help save lives, increase awareness
about depression, advocate for mental health
issues, and assist survivors of suicide loss.

Sixl3- Jewish Pop-Rock Band
CONCERT, Oct. 26 @ 8 p.m
(BjjthfeflilTnrt'OTfftffrttrftjflflfia

In celebration of Daniel Pearl Music Days,
Sixl3, a popular Jewish acappella group, will
be performing. Their songs range from hiphop dance to rock anthems. The members of
the New York-based group sound like a fall
band - while using nothing but their- voices.
Tickets are free.

ORIN GROSSMAN
CONCERT, Oct. 28 @ 8 p.m.
(5j]lMh(gtgrtta?^rtfraitafta
Fairfield University's own Orin Grossman and
a new music group Quartette Cornetto will
debut. The program will consist of songs by
European composers like Maurice Ravel's "Sonata for Violin and Piano," and Igor Stravinskv's "The Soldier's Tale." Tickets are $35.
ia ii./..i.i .itfjTttH.'titt'tun.
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Fairfield Residents
Share "Miracles"
If you want a fresh perspective on the Jesuit Values,
take a short break to watch "Expect Miracles" tonight in the DiMenna-Nyselius Library Multimedia
Room at 5:00 p.m.
Filmmakers and Fairfield, Conn, natives Doug Seirup and Brean Cunningham are screening their documentary "Expect Miracles" at Fairfield University in the
hopes of sharing the story of the Appalachia Service
Project (ASP) and inspiring students to volunteer and
get involved.
The film focuses on the Garretts family from Jonesville, Va. After being swindled by a contractor, the Garretts receive assistance from the ASP in rebuilding their
home. Both Seirup and Cunningham are former ASP
volunteers, and felt compelled to share the story of ASP
and poverty in the Central Appalachian Region of North
America.
According to Cunningham, as quoted in the press
release, "This story tells how a group of volunteers re-

pp
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It is an organization that arranges service trips for students
and adults. Volunteers repair homes for low-income families. It also provides a changing experience for volunteers
who have a chance to bond with other volunteer members.
ASP serves in Central Appalachia, which includes Tennessee, Kentucky, Virginia and West Virginia.

BY ANNEMARIE VEIRA
STAFF WRITER

^iJHB tA-^
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About Appalachia Service Project (ASP):

est Virginia
irginia

"Footloose" Still
Has the Moves

+ MOVIE REVIEW

m

+ M OVIE SCREENING

stored the Garrett's faith in the goodness of people while
also showing the change in perspective of the volunteers."
"Expect Miracles" is a good documentary to watch
for someone questioning whether Jesuit values apply to
life outside of college. At Fairfield, students are taught
the important of caring for the whole person and being
men and women for others; turning these values into
real-life applications can be a little tricky, especially if
students have never attended a service trip.
Cunningham stated that "these values of caring for
people and serving them are on full display in the film
and demonstrate the magic; that results when put into
practice." The film shows not only how hard-working
and helpful the ASP volunteers are, but also the emotional journey and connections the volunteers make
with the Garretts family.
Like most documentaries that deal with service and
volunteerism, "Expect Miracles" shows the compassionate side of humanity.
"Expect Miracles" will run from 5:00 p.m. to 6:30
p.m, including a Q&A with both filmmakers. Refreshments will be served.

BY GABRIELLA TUTINO AND LOAN LE
EXECUTIVE EDITOR AND VINE DIRECTOR
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I will not lie to you guys: when I heard that there
was going to be a "Foodoose" remake, I cringed.
I'm a huge fan of the original film, and I
couldn't understand how a reboot would be able to
apply to our generation. Footloose was a big definer
of an older generation and with everything going on
today, do we need another thing to add to the "...my
generation's" list?
Now, I'm glad to say with pride, that not only was
I singing, but also dancing out of the theater.
I was happy that for once, with all the remakes
going on in film and television, that something
works! Here's why the film works:
It's very true that this film is a reboot. All of the
characters have the same names and it's fairly the
same basic plot. However, there are a few changes
in this story. Beaumont has moved from Utah to
Georgia, and Ren is from Boston with a very Boston
accent.
Instead of the story centering around Ren and
his supposed rebellious ways like in the old film, it
centers more on Ariel, because Ariel had a close relationship to one of the accident victims, as well as the
relationship that grows between Ren and Ariel.
The cast is wonderful. Ren, played by Kenny
Wormald, and Ariel, who is played by Julianne
Hough, were amazing. Both Wormald and Hough
are professionally trained dancers, which was well
showcased in the film. They are also very relatable.
Both of them gave honest performances.
Wormald's Ren is something of his own design,
having slick dance moves and a good sense of humor. He's both respectful of others, but level headed enough to be willing to take on the dancing ban
much like an adult, which shocked everyone in the
town of Beaumont who had him pegged as an entirely different person.
The supporting cast was amazing, which included Miles Teller who plays a spot-on Willard, and
Ziah Colon as Rusty, Ariel's best friend. Having the
story focus on healing from the crash, and moving on
with life is where the story really is. Craig Brewer, the
writer and director, in an interview stated his feelings
about the movie,".. .1 do think that there is a new generation right now that needs this story. They need to

see comradery. They need to see friendship. They
need to see that you can be young and be an opinionated thinker, and be a rebel but also be moral.
And also be respectful which Ren MacCormack is."
If you're wondering if the film delivered on this
promise, that would be a yes.
The soundtrack is one of the best I've heard
in a while, which include remakes of the title track
originally made famous by Kenny Loggins as well as
"Holding Out For a Hero " and "Let's Hear It For the
Boy."
There are four major dance sequences in this
film including a parking lot of a hangout where the
style and dance of music is all hip-hop, and the warehouse which is Ren's solo dance to hard rock.
There was also the infamous bar dance, known
for the line dance set to the sounds of "Fake I.D." by
Big and Rich, as well as Willard's confrontation with
a drunk patron. The scene didn't disappoint, and
the prom scene at the end was the only dance scene
where they kept some of the original choreography.
Other than that, all of the choreography is modem,
which makes it even more accessible to the modern
audience member.
As for the box office...it did have stiff competition in "Real Steel" with it raking in $16.3 million
compared to the $15.5 million that "Footloose" created in its opening weekend only in three days.
I don't see the film having a problem later on in
the coming weeks when it comes to the box office.
All and all I see this film sticking around theaters for
a while, and I hope that we see much more from all
of the actors as well as the director and writer of the
film in the future.
Now, die-hards may swear that I'm some type
of crazy and say that the movies don't compare and
that I don't know what I'm talking about, but I would
argue that the two films have the same heart.
But these two stories have different souls. In
this time of our economy and given the state of our
politics, it's nice to actually find a film that can remove you from all of that and help you remember
how to feel good.
I guarantee that when you hear the family lines
"Everybody cut, everybody cut, everybody cut footloose," you will in fact be smiling.
If you do go see it, please comment online and
let me know what you're thinking!

Contributed Photos
Top: Kevin Bacon starred in the original "Footloose" and became famous for his role, for better or for worse. Bottom:
The 2011 remake put a spin on the movie and starred Kenny Wormald and Julianne Hough
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Love and Truth "Better
Than Chocolate?"
BY ANNEMARIE VEIRA
STAFF WRITER

Here's the scenario: you've just
dropped out of school, and you're
content with your simple job at a
second hand bookstore, sleeping on a couch
in the back room until you find your own
place. After a night out, you happen to meet
your soul mate when your co-workers come
and rescue you from a group of hecklers. Everything is just beginning to settle in your
life, some picturesque track of what you always thought life would be. You'd be pretty
happy, right?
Well, what if you were gay, your family
didn't know and you had to pass your current flame off as a roommate? Not so easy
now is it?
This is what Maggie has to figure out in
the film "Better Than Chocolate."
In this 1999 romantic comedy, we see
what Maggie tries to do in order to keep up
the charade of being straight. Along the way
the audience, along with Maggie's visiting
mother and her brother, begin to slowly dive
into the lives of Maggie (Karyn Dwyer) and
her girlfriend Kim (Christina Cox).
We get to know their group of friends
and learn more about their lives and their
own issues that they deal with on both a personal and professional basis.
We meet Frances, Maggie's quiet but
persistent activist of a boss, who has to deal
with difficulties of running her bookstore
when the Canadian government bans her
materials because they see them as lewd and

Theatre

to disappoint and kill her mother by putting
her into shock.
But as the film progresses each of the
characters has to deal with the trials and
tribulations in each of their lives head-on.
Especially when tackling a hate crime, all the
characters come to a moment where they
find their truths and are no longer afraid at
hiding them.
"Better Than Chocolate" is an amazing
film that will absolutely make you laugh. It
might make you cry; it might make you stand
up out of your seat and scream at the TV "just
kiss her already!"
The performances given by every single
cast member are honest and raw, allowing
you to connect to everything on a human
level.
The film doesn't make a point to say
"this is what it's like to be a lesbian." The film

Page 11
points out that this is what life is like: it's difficult and unfair for most people who try to
do the right thing by themselves, as well as
by society. It just so happens that the main
characters happen to be lesbians or transgenders, so this adds to life.
At the end of the film we walk away with
the understanding that no matter who you
are, or what your sexual orientation is, that at
the end of the day we have to live in truth for
ourselves, and be accepting of ourselves, our
situations and the ones around us, in order
to live a full life.
In addition, living in that truth is without
a doubt better than chocolate. If you want to
see this film, be sure to check it out from the
library, as well as Amazon or Netflix.
Don't forget to comment at The Mirror
online and tell me what you think!

pornographic.
Frances tries to target her cliental, who
are members of the LGBTQ community, as
well as outsiders about safe sex practices,
ordering explanatory materials on the subject that are considered unfit. Frances even
has problems ordering regular books including "Little Red Riding Hood" because customs thought the book was something else.
Frances, who also has a lack luster love life, is
pursued by Judy through most of the film.
Judy, who ends up befriending Maggie's mother after they have a heart-to-heart
about life, has an interesting story.
She is a transgender person who at the beginning of
the film was finally able to rebuild the relationship she had
once with her parents after
it had ceased when she confessed to her family that she who at the time was a he -felt
he was really a she and had
always been a she.
We get a personal look
into someone's life who is
transgender, and what a transgender person may have to
deal with, whether it be disownment from your family,
or being assaulted when you
go to your regular bar and are
attacked in the bathroom because you aren't considered a
woman.
We begin to see what it's
like for Maggie to have to constantly wrestle with her own
happiness and comfort in her
Contributed Photo
relationship with Kim, and
feeling as though by coming LGBTQ movie "Better than Chocolate" stars Karyn Dwyer as Maggie who struggles to balance
out to her mother she's going
her life style and hide it from her family.

Musical Returns to Theatre Fairfield
bend to convention and still wins in the end."
Musicals deviate drastically from the straight plays
BY NICOLE LASKOWSKI
that Theatre Fairfield typically performs, presenting new
opportunities as well as challenges for cast and crew memCONTRIBUTING WRITER
bers.
What was the middle name of the daughter-in-law
In contrast to straight plays, musicals require specific
of the best friend of the blacksmith who forged rehearsals devoted to learning music and learning dance
the sword that killed the beast?
steps.
Rehearsals also focus heavily on understanding the
If you can answer this question correctly, then you
are on your way to passing the royalty test administered by particular medium the story is communicated through and
Queen Aggravain and proving that you are qualified to join the significance of that method. In musicals, words alone
are not enough to express the feelings and experiences of
her royal family.
This is the premise of Mary Rodgers' musical comedy the characters, leading them to burst out in song.
"Something that we as actors needed to work on spe"Once Upon A Mattress," which is Theatre Fairfield's first
major production of their 2011-12 season. The musical is a cifically for this production was heightening the scenes to
make sure the musical numbers would make sense to auretelling of the fairytale "The Princess and the Pea."
"Once Upon a Mattress" follows the story of Princess diences," said Maio. "Because characters sing and dance
Winnifred, played by Casey Grambo '12, who is brought when words no longer can adequately express what they
over the mountains, across the Badlands, and out of the are feeling, we needed to convey an emotional buildup
marshlands to see if she can pass the royalty test being throughout each scene to set up the musical number."
Cast members have been enduring a rigorous rehearsadministered by Queen Aggravain, played by Ashley Ruggiero '14, for the right to marry her son Prince Dauntless, al process since the middle of September, rehearsing for
more than 15 hours each week. In addition to Grambo,
played by Michael Maio '13.
The lords and ladies of the kingdom are not allowed to Ruggiero and Maio, the cast includes Nancy Laskowski
get married until Dauntless does, so although Winnifred is '12, Josh Matteo '13, Luke Paulino '13, Joe Plouffe '13, Launot the kind of princess they are expecting, she neverthe- ren Sippin '13, Owen Corey '14, Kate Hoffman '14, Maria
Mazzaro '14, Austin Begin '15, Kathryn Dennen '15, Brenless carries their hopes and wishes on her shoulders.
Theatre Fairfield puts on one musical every three dan Freeman '15, Maggie Greene '15, Tom Martorano '15,
years. Not only is "Once Upon a Mattress" the first musical Kelan McDonnell '15, and Katie Premus '15.
'"Once Upon a Mattress' is an upbeat musical that I am
for most of the students involved, but it is also the first classical musical that Theatre Fairfield has performed in a long overjoyed to have the opportunity to sing, dance, and act
time, contrasting with past musicals such as "The Rocky in," said Dennen. "Rehearsals can be challenging, but we
are all learning so much and having a great time! Prepare
Horror Show" and "Cabaret,"
'"Once Upon a Mattress' is a fractured fairy tale that to be dazzled, charmed, and to laugh right off your seat!"
The production team includes director and choreogmaintains a fairytale' quality while creating rich, theatrically complex characters," said Dr. Martha S. LoMonaco, rapher Ryan McKinney '97, musical director Gregory Hordirector of the Theatre Program and producer for Theatre ton '68, costume designer Julie Leavitt, lighting designer
Fairfield. "Winnifred doesn't apologize for her difference-- Lynne Chase, scenic designer Evan Hill, stage manager
she's comfortable with who she is and celebrates it. She is a Grace Janiszewski '14, and assistant stage manager Katie
classically 'uw»mantic,'_'uRfon»i»me' lead•wrr0f#fa6«3«tt»* Gtlte«t<y'*3.- \\V

Tickets are now on sale and "Once Upon a Mattress"
will be running from Oct. 26-29 at 8 p.m. and Oct. 29-30 at 2
p.m. in the Wien Black Box Theatre in the Quick Center.
The show is open to all audiences and tickets are $5
for students, $6 for faculty and seniors and $12 for general
admission. Tickets can be bought at Quick Center Box Office or by calling (203) 254-4010.
Hurry up because tickets are going fast! For more information on Theatre Fairfield or their 2011-2012 season,
visit http://www.fairfield.edu/cas/th_theat_ffld.html.

Contributed by Theatre Fairfield
Joe Plouffe '13, as King Sextimus, and Josh Matteo '13, as
the jester, rehearse their musical "Once Upon a Mattress."

Junior Special

When you join Garden Catering's
new loyalty program... Nugget Points!
Enroll in any participating Garden Catering
location or online at gardencatering.net
2074 Black Rock Turnpike, Fairfield, CT 06825
Store Hours: 8am-8:30pm Mon-Sat, 9am-8pm Sunday
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+ FOOD FRENZY
BY ASHLEY ZANGARA
VINE EDITOR

J& K Asian Bistro makes dining with friends, with significant others or simply on your own a pleasurable experience. The calming green lights shining down from the ceiling and glowing from the sushi bar allow you to feel at peace
while enjoying your meal.
J & K Asian Bistro made its debut in Fairfield Shopping
Center on 923 Post Road this fall and by the way the food
tastes ,it is most likely here to stay.
According to the restaraunt, they offer the "finest sushi
& Pan Asian cuisine in town." The spacious dining room is
great for large parties or intimate dates. Upon entering you
have the choice of sitting at the alcohol bar, sushi bar, regular seats or comfortable booths.
If you do not want to sit and eat there, you have the option of take out or free delivery with a minimum purchase
of$15.
After taking your seat, a waitress quickly comes over
and presents you with a wet cloth to clean your hands before your meal.
I had a hard time choosing my hot appetizer because
of the endless options, but eventually narrowed it down to
three selections: Calamari Age (fried squid battered with
wasabi & plum sauce), Summer Roll (Mango, avocado,
shrimp & vermicelli wrap in rice paper) and Chicken Lettuce Wrap (Pine nuts, garlic, jicama, onion & red pepper).
After much deliberation I went with the Chicken Wrap
and I was not disappointed. The cold, crunchy lettuce tasted
amazing with the warm chopped chicken leaving you nothing but satisfied. This dish comes with four lettuce wraps
making it a great appetizer to split and only costs $8.
The Fantastic Roll is also a popular recommendation.
This roll consisted of shrimp tempura, spicy tuna, topped
with white tuna, avocado and eel sauce. I had no regrets. It
came with eight crispy pieces of shrimp tempura that left me
fighting him for the last bite. The semi spicy taste mixed with
the cool avocado blended together perfectly.
This $12 dish falls under the "Chef's Special Roll" category so be sure not to miss it.

Tom McKlver/The Mirror

J & K Asian Bistro moves into Fairfield, bringing some competition for other sushi places around town.
For entrees it was a tough choice. To go with Teriyaki
Chicken, Honey Walnut Crispy Chicken & Shrimp, or Garlic Sauce with Chicken? The Garlic Sauce with Chicken ultimately won.
Served steamy hot, this meal consisted of assorted vegetables and chicken smothered in a spicy garlic sauce. It also
came with a side of either brown or white rice. We chose the
brown rice and mixed it in with the chicken and vegetables
to make it even more flavorful. If you did not want it with
chicken, the choice of beef, prawn or scallop was available.
The entree came to $12.
"I didn't feel disgustingly full after the meal. It tasted
like everything was fresh and the brown rice didn't seem
like that fake tasting rice I've had at other Asian restaurants,"
said Mike Ballesty' 12.

Another cool thing about this place is their offer of the
lunch special, which is available Monday-Saturday 11:30
a.m. to 3 p.m. You can choose between the Japanese lunch
boxes, sushi bar lunch or kitchen lunch all served with a
soup and other delectable items.
With its convenient location, J & K Asian Bistro should
definitely be your next dinner date. If you pick up a copy of
their menu, which can be found around campus or even at
the door of the restaurant, you can use the 20 percent off
coupon on the back.
It is open Monday through Thursday 11:30 a.m. to 10
p.m., Friday to Saturday 11:30 a.m.-ll p.m. and Sunday
noon to 10 p.m.

How To Make \
Catalan Flat Bread
Fairfield
UNIVERSITY

BY MARGOT DA CIJNIIA AND ADRIANNA MONTANO
VINE COLUMNISTS

Studying abroad last Spring
was one of the best experiences of my life.
I was in Barcelona for four invigorating months; learning, traveling, eating and experiencing one
of the richest cultures in Europe.
Being the foodie that I am, I
was very excited to experience and
experiment with the Catalan cuisine. I loved being forced to fend
for myself and shop at the Market
of Sant fosepl La Boqueria on Las
Ramblas. The market was always

Directions:
First, preheat the oven to bake at
375°. For the bread, I like to use big
slices of Italian bread so one slice
could be enough for one person.
Toast the bread before you put anything on it so it will stay crisp. Then,
the spread on in layers the pestos and
cream cheese/ricotta. Start with the
SDT pesto first, followed by the same
amount of cream cheese/ricotta, then
the last layer the basil pesto.
Next, top it with a good amount of
the mozzarella and just a tiny sprinkle
of the parmesan.
Right before you put it in the oven
add a few leaves of spinach or slices of
chorizo if you want to add some bite
to it.
All it needs is about 5-7 minutes
for the cheese to melt and the edges to
get crunchy. Enjoy!

packed, people getting their daily I
fresh ingredients or simply touring one of the most well known
food markets in the world. Every
street corner also had fresh bakeries where I would get baguettes
and chocolate croissants.
My apartment was always
stocked with both; we loved our
carbs. I began to think of recipes
to use up the bread before it went
stale, and I thought of this flat
bread. It was a hit, and became
a constant family meal.
This was one of my favorites
because it was quick and satisfying. The only thing that takes a
little bit more time is if you feel
like getting crazy and choosing
to make homemade pesto, which
honestly is quick and easy!

Ingredients:
Sliced Italian bread (Toasted)
Sun-Dried Tomato (SDT) Pesto
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Light Cream Cheese OR Ricotta
Basil Pesto

DROP IN HOURS

for Friday, October 21 wfl be held from

11:00 a.m.-3:00 p.m. at the Core Unmasked in the BCC Oak Room.
Fresh Mozzarella
Grated Parmesan
Fresh Spinach OR Chorizo
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Glee Club to Serenade for
Homecoming Weekend

This Week in Entertainment History
BY JENNIFER FIORILLO
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

October 13, 1938: Filming for "The Wizard of Oz" began.
"The Wizard of Oz" has undoubtedly stood the test of time in
film history. Even after 70 years since it first appeared in theaters,
viewers of all ages are still captivated by this classic film and its beloved characters.
I love how the entertainment industry has kept the memory of
this film alive today in various ways, most especially in Walt Disney
World on The Great Movie Ride.
For me, "The Wizard of Oz" serves as a time capsule, bringing
me back to my childhood each and every time I see it or hear its
award-winning music.
October 14, 1961: The musical "How To Succeed In
Business Without Really Trying" opened on Broadway.
Most of us have heard of "How To Succeed In Business Without Really Trying" because of its notable casting of "Harry Potter's"
Daniel Radcliffe as one of the show's main characters.
This recent Broadway musical hit is actually a revival of the
show's original production, which opened 50 years ago in 1961. At
the 16th Annual Tony Awards in 1962, the debut cast won seven
awards, including the honors for Outstanding Musical and Best Direction of a Musical.
Almost five decades later, at the 2011 Tony Awards, the show's
revival received nine nominations, with its starring actor John Larroquette, taking home the award for Best Performance by a Featured Actor in a Musical. To the delight of Harry Potter fans, including myself, Radcliffe performed a musical number from the show
with Larroquette during the ceremony's live telecast.
October 16,1999: Santana's hit single "Smooth" began
a tweive-week run on the Billboard Hot 100.
Rounding out the top five on the Billboard Hot 100, Santana,
the band headlined by lead guitarist Carlos Santana, teamed up with
Matchbox Twenty's Rob Thomas' on vocals to produce this charttopping hit.
Coming out of a decade-long slump on the charts, the band,
which was formed in the 1960s, became a household name again
with the release of the record-breaking album "Supernatural."
The following winter, Santana cleaned up at the 42nd Annual
Grammy Awards by winning numerous awards.
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Contributed by Ralph Belvedere

Homecoming weekend will host many events for parents and siblings, including the Glee Club Concert.
BY ASHLEY ZANGARA
VINE EDITOR

This weekend brings lots of
cheer as we kick off Fairfield
University's Homecoming &
Family Weekend 2011. The Regina
A. Quick Center for the Arts will host
performances by Fairfield University
Glee Club and the Fairfield University
Chamber Singers this Sunday Oct. 23.
Music from Sweet Harmony, an allfemale ensemble of singers, and the
Bensonians, Fairfield's all-male cappella group, will also be making appearances.
With 120 singers, the Glee Club
members all share a sincere love for
music.
"We have some wonderful soloists who are going to bewilder the au-

dience in awe," said Glee club member
Ralph Belvedere '12. "We are singing a
few pieces in Latin and Italian as well."
The program will feature repertoire
from the club's 65th anniversary season as well as songs from their concert
tour to Italy planned for March 2012.
Both the Fairfield University
Glee Club and the Fairfield University Chamber Singers, under the direction of Dr. Carole Ann Maxwell,
have presented concerts in churches,
schools, recital and concert halls
throughout Europe, singing from
Galway to Rome, from Florence to
London, Prague, Vienna and Budapest.
They have also made a presence
in the Carnegie Hall, the National Cathedral in Washington, D.C., Westminster and Southward Cathedrals

in London, the Aula Paolo VI at the
Vatican and Disneyworld. Composer
Gwyneth Walker, Randol Alan Bass,
Marvin Curtis and Marty Haugen
have written several contemporary
choral works especially for the club.
"This year has been the biggest
group that the Glee Club has ever
seen, and working together so far has
been a lot of fun," said Belvedere.
You can purchase your tickets
on the day of the event at the Regina
A. Quick Center for the Arts. It is $10
General Admission and $6 for Student. Tickets may also be purchased
through the Quick Center. Box Office:
(203) 254-4010, toll-free 1-877-ARTS396. (1-877-278-7396) or online at
www.quickcenter.com.

NATIONWIDE SAVINGS OVER

$60 MILLION
AND COUNTING

www.fairfield.bkstr.com
801JBTS11
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Fairfield University Bookstore | Barone campus center

•Savings figured based on cost of new book price.
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+ Music Review

Billboard Top 5

Bjork's "Biophilia:"
Beyond this World
BY LOAN LE
VINE DIRECTOR

In his death, Steve Jobs left yet another
mark on something vital in the world:
Bjork's music.
Bjork's newest album "Biophilia"
debuted on Oct. 10 and was partially recorded on an iPad. It also pairs 10 songs
with applications on the iPad and iPod
touch.
This is not surprising news for fans
of the Icelandic singer-songwriter who
is perhaps most famous for her experimental use of musical instruments and
unique ethereal voice. For this album,
Bjork worked with developers to record
the album's tracks using new creations of
instruments.
Anyone who listens to Bjork needs
to know that listening to her music is like
being transported into another world.
And she does it again with her new album "Biophilia."
Let's start with the bad. Her strength
lies in the music, but not necessarily the
lyrics. She sings in a way that every word
is elongated and when she finishes singing each one, you kind of forget what
verse she was trying to form.
Yet her tracks are wonderful products of her imagination, which also
launched Bjork's career in the first place.
"Crystalline," the third track of the
album, opens with a strange xylophone
sort of instrument and listeners can't help
but feel childhood nostalgia. But then her
voice comes in and bass and electronic

Do they deserve their positions?

undertones are added, and again, listeners are transported to another world.
Bjork explores her art and her fans are always welcomed to go on her journey.
Her 11th track, "Hollow," which
is available in extended length, is very
much rhythm-based. In the first minute
of the track, Bjork's voice is completely
absent, with what seems like a low-range
string instrument as the main focus. This
sets the tone of the piece, the mysteriousness that she wants to create. When
she comes in with her delicate vibrato,
she is joined by a disembodied chorus.
When you listen to any of Bjork's
work, close your eyes. This is when her
music is most effective and most extraordinary. Be enthralled by her varying
range of voice that can be, at one moment, full with sound, and in another,
delicate and vulnerable.
Her newest album "Biophilia" is a
mix of the artist's eccentricity as a musician, experimentation at its best and
musical gold.
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CONTRIBUTING WRITER

1.

"Someone Like You" by Adele

I personally am happy to be hearing another song of Adele's on
the radio. While I fear that this song, much like "Rolling in the
Deep" will become overplayed, I embrace the soulful cries of
Adele's new tune. I think the lyrics are heart-wrenching, truthful and authentic: "I hate to turn up out of the blue uninvited/
But I couldn't stay away, I couldn't fight it./1 had hoped you'd
see my face and that you'd be reminded/ That for me it isn't
over." I think Adele definitely deserves to be number one.
2. "Moves Like Jagger" by Maroon 5 (featuring Christina Aguilera)
I am so sick of this song. Even after only sixteen weeks on the
charts, I never want to hear it again. While I have always been
a Maroon 5 fan, this is not one of their usual type of songs. I
miss their romantic pop/ rock music and I strongly dislike the
new image they're trying to create with this dance anthem.
Also, note to the band: stick to featured artists like Rihanna
and Lady Antebellum, no more Christina. Even though it is beginning to slowly fall on the Billboard charts, I do not think it
should be up there at all. See ya later, Maroon 5.
3. "Pumped Up Kicks" by Foster the People

*
■

BY AMANDA MCKELVEY

**

Contributed Photo

Every time I hear that beginning beat me feet just start tapping and all I want to do is dance. I'm really excited for alternative music to come into the spotlight.I would also like
to make a note about the music video that Foster the People
created for this song; it's great. The band looks like they are
having so much fun making music together - and isn't that
what music is supposed to be all about?

4. "Sexy And I Know It" by LMFAO
When I first heard this song, I honestly thought it was "Party Rock
Anthem" and the lyrics sound just
like "I'm in Miami Trick." Not only
do I not like this song and strongly
disagree that it should even be on
the Billboard Chart, but I don't like
any of LMFAO's music. Get a new
tune guys. Sorry, but this song
does not "Rock the Beat."
5. "Stereo Hearts" by Gym Class
Heroes (featuring Adam Levine)
There you go, Adam Levine! Now
I know it isn't his song, but I must
say his chorus is my favorite part
of the entire thing. I also have to
applaud Gym Class Heroes; they
did a really great job creating
this song. It has such a great concept: comparing love to music.
I'm hoping the return of the Gym
Class Heroes will produce more
great hits like this one. I have faith
that the Gym Class Heroes and
this song will rise to the top!

*Billboard rankings
as of Oct. 18

"Biophila" was released on Oct. 10.
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His iPhone / Her BlackBerry
Joe McConville
Last Tuesday a mystical thing happened.
Tuesday disappeared. In a bizarre time-warp
the students of Fairfield University lost the day
known as Tuesday and gained a second Monday.
This change confounded many scholars who
study the stars and calendars as the event was
unexplainable by science. Religious fanatics
everywhere looked to this as a sign of the end of
days, where eventually all days of the week will
turn into an endless, hellish cycle of Monday's.
Travel grounded to a halt as everyone operating on Tuesday's schedule quickly realized their
mistakes and no one got anywhere they needed
to go. Crisis level- alpha.
No one outside of Fairfield University understands the switch in schedules. Explaining the
swap of Tuesday for Monday's schedule was met
with confused looks from both my parents as
well as friends from other schools. I understand
that the university seeks to even out the amount
of Monday classes missed due to holidays, but
have they weighed the benefits with the costs?
Everyone in the world does not follow Fairfield's schedule. It's not like you drive through
the checkpoint by the gate and enter into a
peaceful, secluded Utopia untouched by the rest
of the world. When Fairfield decides to switch
the schedule, by God everyone else better do
the same. Tuesday (which was really Monday)
had me working. I am only scheduled to work on
the physical day that exists outside of the class
schedule known as Monday, which is defined by
Dictionary.com as the second day of the week

Monday/Tuesday Blues
following Sunday but usually occurring before
Tuesday.
When I got out of work I was disappointed to
find that I could not find Two and a Half Men
(usually scheduled MONDAY'S at 9pm) on
my TV. After working with Blackberry Girl on
Monday nights, I usually escape the torture that
is her conversation catching up with Alan and
Walden and their filthy shenanigans. I guess
they didn't get the memo about Fairfield University switching the class schedule to Monday.
In all seriousness the school switching the
schedule makes little logical sense. Juniors
and seniors with internships were met with
the struggle of deciding to go to their Monday
classes or their regularly scheduled internships.
I think I'm going to try to start declaring days
other days of the week. Wednesday shall henceforth be Saturday. Make it so! Think about how
beautiful it'd be to have a break in the middle of
the week to be able to just relax on. I'd sleep my
face off like for 12 hours. It'd be spectacular.
I'd love to have Fairfield's power to change
the days of the week. If I was in charge I'd totally
abuse it and make it so that every other day was
a day off. So what if we students would develop
a strong habit of laziness, we'd probably be
more attentive in class because we wouldn't all
be sleep deprived. Food for thought. Chew on
that, haters.
-Sent from my iPhone

Megan Forbes

"Tuesday, October 11th: All Monday classes
will meet." All of Fairfield was sent this message
last week because of Columbus Day weekend,
and maybe no one really thought twice about
it, but does this really make any sense?
Freshman, this may come as news to you, but
Fairfield is the epitome of a college "bubble". As
soon as you pass through the little public safety
booth at the entrance of the school, forget
about the outside world, it means nothing.
Although there were no classes on Monday
because of the holiday, why did our Monday
classes shift to Tuesday? Is Tuesday less important than Monday? And if Monday is shifted to
Tuesday, what does that make Wednesday? This
makes one angry calendar designer, and one
messy planner.
It occurred to me that this didn't seem logical once I tried to explain it to my friends that
don't go to Fairfield. "Wait, what? So when do
you get Tuesday back? Do you have class on
Saturday to make up for it?" Stupid questions
due to poor planning of class schedules.
The world doesn't stop spinning on the
outside of the gates of Fairfield. It's still Tuesday
in their eyes. In the morning when I looked
at my phone, it said "Tuesday, October 11 th".
Maybe Fairfield faculty thinks we're so elite
that we don't need to recognize ourselves with
the rest of the world. There is no world besides
Fairfield, we can change the calendars if we
want to' is probably a similar thought to what
the people who made this change were think-

ing. Did they think a bunch of college students
wouldn't notice? We're not that self-absorbed.
Not to mention Monday has the reputation
of being the WORST day of the week. Does
anyone actually enjoy Mondays? No one I
know does. We fear Monday like the Bubonic
Plague. It's the day when homework piles up
right in front of your eyes, and you just want to
sit in the comer of your dorm room and cry a
little. I know we were all so happy when we saw
that we didn't have classes on Columbus Day
since it was a Monday. But no, we couldn't just
jump into a school week with Tuesday. That'd
be too nice, too simple for Fairfield. We're
much more complicated than that.
Calendars read "Tuesday, October 11 th" but
where did it go? Did anyone try and watch their
Monday night shows on Tuesday, thinking it
was Monday? You bet I tried. Two and a Half
Men was nowhere to be found on my television. Sucks because I look forward to it every
week. Thanks Fairfield.
So if Fairfield has the power and authority to
make Tuesdays into Mondays, can we change
Mondays into Fridays if we feel the need to?
Can I not write my six to eight page paper
because I felt like screwing with the academic
calendar? I guess not, because if we could,
iPhone Guy and myself would have nothing to
complain about, and how boring would that
be?
-Sent from my BlackBerry

STAG PHOTO HUNT
Can you spot the 5
differences?
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Photo IHustrationsDanica Ceballos/The Mirror
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THIS WEEK IN SPORTS
THE WEEK THAT WAS IN FAIRFIELD ATHLETICS

Sports Shorts

What To Watch For
Wednesday- No games

Women's Volleyball-Volleyball won their
8th straight contest in a row with a narrow
victory over lona by a score of 3-2. Check
online for more coverage of the team celebrating its Senior Weekend.

Thursday - No games
Friday- Women's Soccer vs. Loyola at 7 p.m.
Saturday - Men's Soccer vs. Iona at 7 p.m.

Womenls Soccer- The Stags prevailed
over Saint Peter's by a score of 3-1 on
Sunday. Sophmore Carly Beyar tallied two
goals and the win snaps a five-game winless streak for the team.

Field Hockey- The Stags fell to Yale by a
score of 6-0 this past Sunday. The team has
struggled offensively in recent games, scoring only two goals in the past four contests.
^

Women's Golf - The Fairfield Women's
Golf team wrapped up their fall season over
the weekend, finishing 13th at the Rutgers
Women's Invitational. Elly Lemons was the
teams top finisher.

Sunday - Women's Volleyball at Canisius at 2 p.m.
Monday - Men's Golf vs. FDU Intercollegiate all day
Tuesday-Women's Tennis vs. Women's Intercollegiate Tennis Association Regional

BY THE NUMBERS

4

32

5

Michelle Yoshida
Kara Reissofthe
5-0-1 is the mens
volleyball team
of the swimming
soccer teams
recorded a careerteam has begun
record in MAAC
high 32 digs against
her final season as
lona over the week- play, as they sit
a Stag by winning
atop the
end in the Stags 3-2
four events.
victory.
conference.

QUOTE OF THE WEEK
"We've been through a lot. We've been through the
hard times, the good times, the happy times, the sad
times, but we've always leaned on each other throughout these four years."

New Sports Blog
Make sure to check out our new Sports Blog with
online-only coverage at sports.fairfieldmirror.com

L SPORTS
Because they like to
talk... Sports.

Most important thing to
take away from Red Sea
Madness

-said Haililani Pokipala of the Women's Volleyball team when
reflecting on senior day and the teams' journey the past four years.

3x5

Reaction from the
coaches scuffle after the
49ers-Lions game?

Your 2011 -2012 3x5 Columnists:
Eric Bernsen, Ivey Speight
and John Tessitore.

Cardinals vs Rangers in
the World Series. Who
you got taking it all?

Senior Mug Night Part 2
is Thursday night. Can
we expect repeat performances from you guys?

Top legend from
'Oktoberfest' weekend
at the Point.

Could care less after
(earning the Red Sox's
top three pitchers were
drinking and eating fried
chicken during games.
SUURPS.

Oh absolutely. What better
way to relieve stress from
m idterms than a nother
infamous Mug Night at the
Levee. NANANA.

Mr. Flanagan had an epic
performance I would say.
Dedication like his proves
to pay off with a one of a
kind 3x5 appearance.

Unbelievably 1 wasn't
there cuz of volleyball,

■JBMMWlMllllllPI*^^

The MC is stuck like
glue to the back page, a
legendary performance.
Everyone should be
beyond excited with our
limitless potential.

IVEY SPEIGHT
CONTRIBUTING
WRITER

Solid entertainment, if
only we could enjoy a
similar type of argument
between the Patriots and
Jets head coaches.

The MC guy is actually

Well 1 wouldn't mind the

1 didn't even know

1 like to be unpredictable,

kinda good looking. Oh

Lions PWNING them

there was still baseball.

but this time 1 won't have a

yeah, and its B-ball season

because then maybe the

But 1 guess the Rangers

heart to heart with Public

but 1 heard Flanagan

of course.

Cardinals would have a

because of 2006.

Safety.

'killed'it as usual.

shot.

You heard it here first.

The LEGEND with the

The boys from Arlington.

FORGET ABOUT YOUR

Steve Flana'bro" is a wild
man, wish he still had that

JOHN TESSI-

Stags make the elite 8.

wild hair breaking up the

Seriously I can't wait for

BOYFRIEND AND MEET ME

TORE

As an 11 seed we snipe

fight made me smile, dude

this series, I predicted it

Villanova than we

has SO much swag.

■Hi

ASSISTANT
SPORTS EDITOR

PWNUNLV and usurp

after the Mets took 2 of 3
in Arlington.

UCONN before losing
a heartbeaker to UNC

HinHHRBB

ATTHE LEVEE
-John "Pitbull" Yessitore

unreal moptop he was
rocking freshman year.

October

22-27,

2011

St. Ignatius of Loyola Statue Dedication
Meet the Sculptors
View a Film about the Statue's Creation
Stimulating Lectures by Jesuit Experts
PROGRAM ON POST-GRADUATION SERVICE
DISCERNING PRESENCE: AN IGNATIAN
SENSE OF GOD'S PRESENCE IN
EVERY RELIGION*

DEDICATION OF STATUE OFTHE
EXAMEN OF ST. IGNATIUS LOYOLA

CONVERSATION WITH THE
SCULPTORS AND DOCUMENTARY

ST. IGNATIUS, JESUITS, SPIRITUALITY
AND ART*
7:30 p.m. in Gomaga Auditorium

?.r: Oak Rot

The Rev. Francis Cloone
Professor of Divinity. Ha

inity School

Ori Z. Soltes, Ph.D., the Goldman Professorial
Lecturer in Theology and Fine Arts at
Georgetown University

Visit: www.fairfield.edu/ignatianweek
for all the exciting details!

VOTIVE MASS OFTHE FEAST OF
ST. IGNATIUS
?I a.m. at the Egan Chapel of St. Ignatius Loyola

GLEE CLUB CONCERT
12:30 p.m. at the Regina A. Quick Center fot the Arts

The University Glee Club, celebratingtheir
65th season, will be presenting their annual
Homecoming & Family Weekend concert.
ALPHA SIGMA NU INDUCTIONS
3 p.m. at the Regina 4. Quick Center for the Arts

Undergraduate and graduate students
along with four honorary members will
be inducted into the National Jesuit
Honor Society.

WHAT MATTERS MOST ABOUTTHE JESUITS?*
7:30 p.m. in the Dolan School of Business Dining Room

The Rev. Thomas Worcester, S.J., Associate
Professor at the College of the Holy Cross

FILM: BEYOND RICCI: CELEBRATING
400 YEARS OF THE CHINESE
CATHOLIC CHURCH
3:20 p.m. at the DiMerma Nvselius Librat;

r airi lelcl
UNIVERSITY
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Soccer Unbeaten in Last Seven Games
Ayris and Burridge Quick to Praise Teammates
second overtime, as well as a timely strike against Loyola
to make the game 2-0.
His tendency to come up big is why Burridge compares Ayris to Javier "Chicharito" Hernandez (Mexican
soccer player for Manchester United, in England). Ayris
gave a kind nod back to Burridge by likening him to powerful English striker Andy Carroll, who also has a tendency
to score important goals.
As both Aryis and Burridge made the journey
from England to join the Stags, they found that adjusting to America was somewhat difficult. In terms
of how the style of play varies, Ayris says "it's a lot
more [competitive] back home...with the kicks and
elbows."
Burridge thought that the biggest difference was in
terms of what is expected athletically.
"Here, it's more of who can run and who's the fittest
all around," he says,"in England, it's more [English] football oriented."
Not only did Ayris and Burridge have to adjust to differences in the field; they also had to deal with differences
in culture.
For Ayris, he misses "English chocolate the most." For
Burridge, he misses "going to the [English] football games
Phot o Contributed by Fairfield Sports Information Department
Jack Burridge and the men's soccer team have gone unbeaten in the past seven contests and are getting ready to take on lona this Friday night.

on Saturday. Going to watch the professional football on a
Saturday afternoon is like what everyone does. And also we
miss our families, of course."

BY JENNIFER CALHOUN

media kind of always focuses on that kind of stuff, but

CONTRIBUTING WRITER

honestly the lads have been great all season and it's

man, the upperclassmen were ready to offer their experience

unfair. We're just a representation of them, as well as a

and help out the younger guys.

When it comes to sports, it's incredibly easy for an ath-

Luckily for Ayris, as well as the other incoming fresh-

representation of our coaches. We wouldn't care if it were

lete to let accolades go to their head.That's why it is refresh-

Michael O'Keeffe [goal keeper] scoring as long as we're

ing to see a pair such as men's soccer's Jordan Ayris and Jack

winning."

"It's just getting (the freshman) involved with the camaraderie and the banter.. .that's what we call it. It's just making
sure that they can come out and do what they can do best on

The Stags as a whole have been just as red-hot as their

Burridge, who quickly credited their own success onto the
back of their teammates.

the football pitch," said Burridge.

leading strikers. With a 2-1 win Sunday over MAAC oppo-

Burridge, a graduate student from South Shields,
England, and Ayris, a freshman from Bicester, England, have
recently been granted MAAC weekly awards and they are the
top two scorers on the squad.
Ayris leads the team with 7 goals and 3 assists, with Bur-

If the current play of the Stags is any indication, it would

nent Marist, they have launched themselves to the front of

seem that the upperclassmen succeeded in helping the

the division with a 5-0-1 record.

freshman adjust. The team is a cohesive unit that is definitely

Not surprisingly, the winning goal of the game came off

a force to be reckoned with.

the foot of Ayris. As Burridge put it, "He comes up big at the

The next chance to come out and support Ayris, Bur-

times when we need a goal."

ridge and the entire Fairfield men's soccer team will be when

Aside from his game winner Sunday, Ayris has had

ridge being second with 3 goals and 4 assists.

they host lona College in a MAAC conference battle on Less-

multiple clutch goals against Canisius with 1:25 left in the

Even with all the attention, Burridge admits, "The

ing Field, October 22nd at 7 P.M.

THE ONLY THING MORE
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THAN OUR STATS ARE OUR

GRADUATES.

At Quinnipiac University, our students are our main focus. It's why we offer 23 graduate degrees in fields ranging from business to health sciences.
it's also why Quinnipiac was ranked a top 10 northern regional university offering a full range of masters-level programs by U.S.News& World Report
and second in the northern region in US, News' Up-and-Coming Schools category.
Education

Health Sciences

Business

Elementary

Biomedicai Sciences
Cardiovascular Perfusion
Nursing
Occupational Therapy
(post-professionat}*
Pathologists" Assistant
Physician Assistant
Radiologist Assistant

Information Technology*
MBA**
MBA-CFA® Track (Chartered Financial
Analyst)
MBA/HCM (Health Care Management}**

Secondary
Educational Leadership
Teacher Leadership*

Communications
Interactive Communications*'
Journalism
Public Relations

Arts & Sciences
Law

Molecular & Cell Biology

MBA-SCM (Supply Chain Management)
MBA/jD (Joint degree in business
and iawj
Organizational Leadership*
"Program offered only online
"Program offered on campus or online

To find out how Quinnipiac can help you succeed in your career, call 1-800-462-1944,
e-mail graduate@quinnipiac.edu or visit www.quinrtipiac.edu/gradstudies.

QUINNIPIAC UNIVERSITY
I-800-462-1944

i Hamden 8c North Haven, Connecticut

Online

wm
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New and improved sports blog.
Online only coverage.
Week of October 19, 2011
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Sports Editor: Eric Bernsen»info@fairfieldmirror.com

Let the Madness Berin!

Aisha Faulkner/The Mirror

A jam-packed crowd watches the men's and women's basketball teams take part in Red Sea Madness this past weekend. The players partcipated in numerous competitions.
BY JOHN TESSITORE
ASSISTANT SPORTS EDITOR

The air is starting to get crisp, and the days are getting
shorter. It's time for some college basketball.
With college basketball comes great excitement, and
for the Fairfield University Men's and Women's basketball
teams, great expectations.
Those expectations were showcased Friday night at the
second annual "Red Sea Madness.'The Men's and Women's
team gave a packed house of students a little preview of what
to expect from their respective squads during the upcoming
season.
"You could pretty much taste the energy and excitement
in Alumni Hall," said Pat Shanley, a senior and four-year
member of the pep band. "People were making noise and
having fun. I personally yelled my voice hoarse, and still
don't have it back."
Alumni Hall turned into a madhouse fueled by school
spirit. Just about every organization promoting the Stags was
there. WVOF had in-depth radio coverage, the cheerleaders
and dance team were patrolling the end line, throwing out free
T-shirts during breaks in action.The band was out in full force,
echoing the gymnasium with tunes igniting the crowd, and
Stags in the Stands, who played a major part in orchestrating
"Red Sea Madness", kept the crowd rowdy.
The "Madness" started off with an emphatic introduction
of the Men's and Women's teams, performed by Ivey Speight,
who served as the MC of the event.
The first event was the three point contest in which four

members of the Women's basketball team battled it out in
front of the "students only" crowd. Junior Katelyn Linney
edged out Alexis Vasquez, Britanny McFarlene, and Laura
Vetra to earn the title. It would be fair to say that Linney was
the favorite going into the contest, she is currently tied for
fourth all time in career three point shots, with a remarkable
143 threes.
" I was expecting her to win." said an energetic Shanley.
"She hits threes, and a lot of them!"
After the three point-shootout, senior Desiree Pina of
the woman's team, and junior Derek Needham of the men's
team, defeated two lucky students from the crowd in the hotshot competition, a friendly reminder of why we are in the
stands and they are on the court!
After an hour and a half of anticipation, the antsy
students finally got what they wanted. The dunk contest!
Although the highly touted transfer, Rakim Sanders, did not
participate in the contest, the Stags sill transformed Alumni
hall into a frantic state with a remarkable display of athleticism. Junior Colin Nickerson put on a show, winning the
contest by throwing down an emphatic tomahawk slam.
Nickerson just missed on a "between the legs" slam from
the MAAC symbol inside the foul line, nearly stunning a
crowd filled with wowed students. Jamel Fields did his best
Superman impression, slamming a dunk down with a "cape"
(a chef's apron), while sophomore forward Keith Matthews
had a nice dunk of his own.
"The Slam dunk competition was my favorite part of the
night. It was great to see the athletic ability of our players,"
said junior Jenna Canfora.

It was a great night for the student body to get a preview
of what to expect out of the Stags this season. The men are
coming off of a school record 25 wins, and only lose one
starter while adding Boston College transfer Rakim Sanders,
and Houston transfer Desmond Wade. The women on the
other hand, return 91 percent of their scoring, while only losing Joelle Nawrocki and Kelly Romano to graduation.
Sometimes it can be hard to remember that these
remarkable athletes are indeed students, with school and
social lives just like the rest of us. Red Sea Madness gives the
fans a rare moment to see the players as individuals, rather
than just athletes.
"It was cool to see the players having fun as a team, acting more like themselves rather than just in a game setting."
said sophomore Allison Sheridan.
"It really adds to the basketball season, said Shanley.
"Everyone knows that it's basketball season and they now
know the players without even going to a game."
The home opener for the men is on November 14th
against the Ed Cooley coached Providence Friars. Yes, that
Ed Cooley, who in March, left the Stags sidelines to coach
his hometown Friars. The women open up at home on November 11th against Stony Brook, and there is no reason the
Red Sea should not be out in full force for these games and
the rest of the season.
"I see the post season being very possible for each team.
We need some fans out there to cheer them into the NCAA
Tournament!" said Shanley.

